Minutes
LAS Curriculum and Requirements Committee
Wednesday, December 14, 2011
8:00 a.m. – COH 2036


A. APPROVAL OF MINUTES – September 21, 2011 UNANIMOUSLY APPROVED

B. OLD BUSINESS

C. NEW BUSINESS

1. New Course Proposal: PSC 4190 Politics of the Developing World Areas (Paul Sondrol) UNANIMOUSLY APPROVED

2. New Course Proposal: GES 4020/5020 Qualitative Methods in Geography (David Havlick) UNANIMOUSLY APPROVED

3. New Course Proposal: MATH 1330 Calculus for Life Sciences (Radu Cascaval) UNANIMOUSLY APPROVED

4. New Course Proposal: HIST 4500 World War Two: A Global History (Paul Harvey) UNANIMOUSLY APPROVED

5. New Course Proposal: ANTH 4345/5345 Paleoneurology (Tom Wynn) UNANIMOUSLY APPROVED

6. New Course Proposals: VAPA 1500 Arts Innovations and the Creative Process

VAPA 3950 Sound Art: Creative Sonic Worlds and Practices (Glen Whitehead) UNANIMOUSLY APPROVED

7. Qualitative and Quantitative Reasoning Requirement

UTLS 3040 Science Research Methods UNANIMOUSLY APPROVED

8. Discussion Item: Online Degree Completion Program – Rex Welshon

Should C&R have an active role in the ODCP? The committee suggested that they wanted a “soft” role in the process.